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Table 1-1 : Examples of Tools for DML                             from pages 108-111
•	 The conceptual prism: a tool that reveals the spectrum of thought or continuities.  

Without this mental model we divide the world into false opposites, dualism, which 
entraps us in impossible paradoxes such as the polarized top authority and bottom of the 
chain of command.

•	 Negotiated Dialogue tools: a tool that assures implementation of two-way communication 
by providing two-way media, such as physical space and time for meeting, virtual space 
for internet dialogue, teleconferencing for distance communication, all leading to the 
coordinated effort that come out communicative action.  This means what Habermas 
called coming to mutual understanding based on good reasons, not coercion.  Without 
these communicative action tools we end up with one-way communication, dominance, 
and the self-imposed prison of individual self-consciousness feeding on pride and power.  
At a higher level we can attain Authentic Dialogue, as discussed in other sections of the 
NPC.

•	 The multi-leveled systems tools: four levels of feedback.  Without these tools we 
limit our learning possibilities.  Single and double loop feedback are now common 
knowledge.  New here are triple-loop feedback (across cultural horizons) and quadruple-
loop feedback (from our orienting to universalizable principles, life-cycle universals, 
and other means of conceptual navigation). 

•	 The Strategic Alliance tools: cross-cultural knowledge management (see Chapter 6) 
and hermeneutics (see Chapter 7) used to understand other corporate cultures in order 
to build a successful extended organization with global reach.  Without these tools for 
extending the corporation we have a high probability of alienating our own corporate 
partners and constricting our world reach.  

•	 The world-measuring instruments: Karl Popper’s three worlds, plus Habermas’ 
divisions of those into a two-level model (instrumental and normative worlds, which 
later became the lifeworld interacting with systems imperatives).   I will add World 
4:  founding acts, constitutional acts, choices among competing paradigms, integration 
of specialized disciplines, creative leaps and World Building. Without these tools we 
use the wrong standards for selecting among decision making contexts and rationales.  
World 4 provides both the tools for returning to a continuity within the lifeworld and for 
moving vertically in discontinuity to higher levels, for World Creation, and eventually 
for the return to new world-building activities.   

•	 The ethical compass: co-primacy of ethics and history with current reality. 
Understanding universals as having a scope within a life-cycle of an historical era and a 
type of world.  Key values development. Without this tool we quickly go the wrong way.  
This is similar to quadruple loop feedback that guides correct direction, but in ethics the 
importance is placed on justifying decisions in light of the good.  The most important 
ethical universal is Kant’s famous Categorical Imperative: to treat other people as 
worthy ends in themselves, not merely as means to your (self-interested) ends.  

•	 Conceptual Soaring:  this means actions such as gliding on the edge of chaos, 
developing complex adaptive systems, considering alternative paradigms.  Without this 
tool we become too comfortable in an equilibrium that is a prelude to death.  “Conceptual 
soaring” is an aerial view attained by a conceptual perspective, the philosophical 
position taken, and the scope one has.  It is a choice one makes in terms of the point of 
view taken.  
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•	 The dispersion tool: distributing leadership, fostering knowledge-based leadership, 
self-managing teams.  Without this tool, leadership becomes isolated, elite, and 
trapped in centralism where dominance is asserted through rules, laws, and procedures 
at the expense of organizational creativity, productivity, quality, and quick-response.  
Distributing leadership requires training, development, and personal transformation 
of many members of the company, so it goes far beyond simple delegation of some 
authority.

•	 The ladder: developmental tools such as Maslow, Piaget, and Kohlberg,  life-stage 
hierarchies where we find opportunities for growth.  Without these tools we become 
complacent about our current level of competence.  The ladder is based on what is 
known and believed to be possible in terms of higher levels on which to function.  We 
learn about this tool through researches by people who have studied patterns of human 
development and have therein identified specific stages of growth. 

•	 The rocket launcher: low-orbit launches are weak transformations, so we can regress 
with the pull of gravity.  Out-of-orbit launches are strong transformations that go beyond 
the gravity field, not falling back into the previous way of life.  In religions this would 
be described as a conversion, but that is governed by faith.  In our spiritual life this is 
based on changing structures of consciousness and paradigms that govern what we see 
and those levels of consciousness to which we have access.  

•	 The de-coder/re-coder tools: applying my methodology of Structural Interpretation ( 
detailed in Chapter 7) to primary interpretation (what we see the first time) and secondary 
interpretation (what we decide to look at differently the second time we look).  Encoding 
again new themes in new horizons both to expand their connectivity and to bring to the 
surface some of their opaque implications.  Without these tools we can easily slip back 
into traditional presuppositions that then constrict our creative options.  I have improved 
these tools with a new generation that combines structuralism with hermeneutics to 
require a minimum of seven levels of interpretation in a hermeneutic circle (instead 
of the traditional two levels of subject and object).   A major payoff is being able to 
correlate interpretations because of the consistency of the seven levels; we can find 
connectivity among interpretations.  Another payoff is through creative linking of one 
interpretation with another to develop working relationships.

•	 The magnifying tool: intensification as an explanation for why people overreact 
and sabotage.  Without this tool we can misunderstand intentions of antagonists.  
Intensification grows because of short-term time stress (urgency) and/or long term 
accumulation of the same negative impacts over and over (often which individually are 
small).   Seeing the stress factors and de-stressing through trans-personal techniques like 
meditation can interrupt the cycle of overreaction. 

•	 The re-centering tools: shifting to an authentic inner center of identity, leading 
toward cooperation and service. Combined with the ethical compass and inclusionary 
consciousness tools, this results in integrity and trustworthiness.  Without this tool, we 
regress back into self-centered selfishness.   This is also known as getting in touch with 
one’s higher self.  It implies not only horizontal shift to an inner center but also a vertical 
connection to a corresponding higher center.  
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•	 Inclusionary Consciousness tools: balancing the exclusionary principles of scientific/
instrumental reason with inclusionary principles of aesthetic/spiritual reason.  Without 
these tools we easily polarize our options, ending up with paradoxes and confusion 
because we started from the wrong foundation.  Exclusion uses principles by which to 
determine what is secondary (unreal in scientific disciplines), marginal, alien, crazy, 
or otherwise unacceptable.  Inclusion requires active holding open of a safe space, a 
learning space, or otherwise hospitable regions.  We use this tool initially by our choice 
of a point of view, being accepting and open minded.  We develop this tool to much 
higher levels the more we use it.  Eventually, we evolve spiritually by gaining more 
inclusionary structures of consciousness and subordinating the important but more 
limiting exclusionary structures of consciousness.   

•	 The tools for holding open the learning space: this “holding open” is a dynamic 
process of inclusion, not a static structure, and it requires insightful identification of 
worthwhile themes, appropriate encouragement to pursue those themes and mutual 
respect to let advocates of those themes give them new life.  Without these tools we 
easily destroy seed thoughts and the potential for authentic dialogue.

•	 The community access tools: physical and virtual space opened up for interactive 
relations with stakeholders locally and world wide to enrich corporate cultures. Without 
this tool we become isolated pockets of local “in-groups” that become opposed to other 
in-groups.  Triple-loop feedback is one type of these tools. 

•	 World-creating tools:  founding acts, constitutional acts, creation of new beliefs, and 
orientation to quadruple-loop feedback.  World creation risks that an individual withdraws 
from the existing social reality and attempts to conceive of solutions or conceptual 
models in monological or insular terms…which then lead to paradoxes because they 
are untrue.  World creation tools on the macro-scale of societies need to be used at 
times of decline of the old era or life cycle, but these tools are not ends in themselves.  
They are means to begin anew and employ world-building tools for expanding a new 
social reality.  They are used on a micro-scale of individual or organizational founding 
acts whenever even just a single idea is new enough to not fit well with the existing 
social or cultural world.   Then the agents who initiate that idea would have to work 
out the designs and implications for the many support structures, new world aspects, or 
infrastructures would be needed to support the new world those agents are attempting 
to create. 
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•	 The world-building tools: co-creation, mythos, narrative embodiment, origins and 
destinies.  Rejuvenation.  Without these tools we are at the mercy of the era’s life cycle: 
carried high as the growth phase sets in and sent crashing down as the decline phase 
takes over.  These tools bring us together in a new social reality to re-establish the 
bases for communicative action.  As World Building works out, it contributes to the 
underlying “lived world” (or Lebenswelt) that is the collective belief system in total that 
is not open to being questioned in total.  It can only be changed in parts or completely 
overthrown.  Regardless, even revolutions end up re-connecting back to earlier periods 
of the Lebenswelt because it is comprised of our collective human experience.  World-
building tools on our plane of reality at the macro-scale need to be oriented toward that 
Lebenswelt rather than being arbitrary discontinuities (as in the ideological revolutions).  
At the micro-scale, World-building leadership begins to design and implement the 
support systems, infrastructure, and related factors that need to align with the World-
creation so it can continue with its new implications rather than be reabsorbed back into 
the existing world of the current era.  The most practical tool here for an organization 
is Dynamic Markets Knowledge Management (DMKM) that combines Knowledge 
Management, Structural Interpretation (across four Life-cycles), and Dynamic Markets 
Leadership.   

•	 Corporate Social Responsibility and Cultural Resource building tools: the means by 
which the good corporate citizen re-pays the local and global community.  Without these 
tools the corporation (or other organizational entities, such as the family) isolates itself 
and becomes the victim of outside forces like governmental regulators who intervene 
by law (that end up with rigid or crystallized rules that inhibit flexibility) or social 
revolutionaries who overthrow existing institutions by force.  


